
From Figuration to Formless representation, 
inbetween modulation and articulation, through 

scale and contour parameters, matter-made objects 
stand at the core oF the international encounters 
purposes. on this third edition oF the encounters, 

the invited maker artists Hélène Barreau, 
Marguerite Bordat and tiM SPooner, each oF them 

with their speciFic background and universe, 
provide us with their own interpretation oF 

the art oF puppetry.

each of the three maker artists have previously been in contact with 
the tjp’s Corps-objet-image project (whilst in creative residencies 
or in hosting workshops...). on the strength of their familiarity with the 

project they will offer matter-made-materials for the lab participants
 to experiment with, as of the opening of the encounters 

on tuesday 6 june.
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> Hélène Barreau

 Mannequin (HuMan diMention)  Body FragMentS 

her work as a maker leads hélène barreau, actress – puppeteer – maker, to draw from realism 

and her confrontation with the real, as well as to search within the immediateness of her relationship to 

materials, within her transformation and the very gesture of making. she collaborates with the théâtre 

de l’entrouvert (elise Vigneron – research with ice) as well as with la volige, the theatre company 

(nicolas Bonneau – research with plaster), and has continued to experiment with a variety of techniques 

(modelling, casting, embroidery, engraving). 

   i believe that placing a puppet on stage is, already, making that promise. i want to share this spectrum 

to survey what is being played there, much like a path to visualise : begin by offering to our gaze this body 

in movement, reminding it (our gaze) that it is impossible to envisage the body outside of a continuity. 

then, deprive ourselves of it : hold, catalyse. leave ourselves in waiting, perceiving the unbearable, the 

impossibility of leaving it at that. then, begin a process of accepting this stop. Finally, zoom into the most 

minute memory of movement, make it surge. stop again ; listen to the resonances.

How does one cHarge an object, a puppet, witH promises 
of movement ?*

* question formulated for hélène by emma merabet and jeremy damian, researchers conducting primary research 
  throughout the time of the encounters.



> Marguerite Bordat

scénographe,as a scenographer and plastic artist, marguerite bordat became engaged very early on 

in an important collaboration with Joël Pommerat. she shared the desire with Berangère Vantusso, 

the director, to go towards a hybrid theatre, at the intersection of the plastic arts and theatre. ever more 

attracted by attempts at renewing the theatrical form, she favoured collaborations with authors and 

directors who, like her, were attached to the dimensions of research, risk taking, and reinvention. Pierre 

Meunier, who she initially met working on le tas in 1999, often invites her to work on his worksites of 

theatrical reverie. she currently is part of a duo with him in which they dream and conceive their creations 

in the plastic and theatrical arts. 

 PaCk oF BiCarBonate PlateS

it searcHes

it folds, it disrupts, it floats, it blurs, it filters, it separates, it divides, it intersects/crosses, it disappears, 
it baffles, it limits, it covers, it falls, it reflects, it congests, it embarasses, it fills, it crushes, it leans, it 
stands (not upringht), it loses balance, it leads, it baffles, it despairs!!!

and it wakes in me, a curiosity, a desire, an attraction. i begin from the hypothesis that something between 
it and us is possible.

a dialogue, a dance, a construction, an active reverie towards unprecedented fields of thinking. it could 
be that i am mistaken, it could be that something occurs. i take the risk to experience it. Let’s assemble 
around the it, facing it, all for it, all against it, towards it, on it, let us observe it with benevolence, with 
humility. consider it as a playmate, in a unheard of game.

How do you conceive/tHink about your purpose as an artist after you 
take into account and participate in tHe fact tHat any tHing is or can be 
some tHing, and tHat in paraLLeL every tHing is not just anytHing ?*

* question formulated for marguerite by emma merabet and jeremy damian, researchers conducting primary research 
  throughout the time of the encounters.



tim spooner works in performance, collage, painting and sculpture. his work uses materials 

and objects in ways that reveal unexpected properties, aiming to open up perspectives 

beyond the human scale. Fundamentally interested in unpredictability, his work is an exercise 

in balancing control with a lack of it in the handling of the materials he is working with. 

since 2010 he has created a series of increasingly complex live works centred around the revelation 

of “life” in material. recent projects include the voice of nature, the assembly of animals and the 
telescope. alongside, and in relation to these projects, he has produced a continuous stream of painted 

and collaged images.

 SCiSSorS  SMall MultiMedia oBJeCtS

instead of looking for agency in material, maybe we can shift our view of our own agency. maybe we 

can zoom out and see our actions and desires more like the way we see the properties and potentials 

of objects. For example: tendencies defined by physical forces ; brute facts ; tessellation ; groupinga; 

usefulness to others ; ergonomics ; or total mystery. That way maybe we can find ourselves and the 

objects to be on common ground, and as the same stuff - both subject to outside influence, fragile and 

unpredictable.

* question formulated for tim by emma merabet and jeremy damian, researchers conducting primary research 
  throughout the time of the encounters.

How does one go about conceiving objects in tHe Hope tHat tHey wiLL 
grow beyond our infLuence and surprise us ? in otHer words, How do 
we bestow materiaL witH agency ?* 

> tiM SPooner


